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Like most languages, Latvian has teritorial variants or dialects. There are three 
major Latvian dialects:

• Middle or Central dialect, the basis of Standard Latvian 
• Livonianized dialect, influenced by the Livonian language
• High Latvian dialect, the basis of the Latgalian written tradition established 

in the 18th century (Fig. 1).

	 Fig. 1. Latvian Language dialects1

1 The map “Dialects of Latvian Language” is based on the map, elaborated by Marta Rud-
zīte, electronic version of Liene Markus-Narvila.
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These dialects are further divided into sub-dialects (altogether, there are about 
500 Latvian sub-dialects), language variants used in smaller areas. A sub-dialect 
(izloksne) is traditionally defined as a language variant spoken within the borders 
of a civil parish (pagasts) in accordance with the administrative territorial division 
of 1939. 

In Latvia, like in Lithuania, the historical dialects of the Latvian language are 
relatively well-preserved meanwhile the languages situation in other countries is 
different. However, nowadays we can no longer speak about sub-dialects in their 
traditional sense. The traditional dialects are subject to change and loss due to the 
impact of mass media and migration. A significant part of vocabulary, our material 
culture, has been lost with the older generation. Traditions, festivals, holidays have 
changed, concepts, terminology used in the past have been replaced by new ones. 
However, change in Latvia’s regions is different (see also S t a f e c k a  2015). 

What are dialect usage domains, what is the prestige of a dialect, what are its 
prospects today? These issues have been discussed by dialectologists in Latvia 
and Lithuania as well as worldwide. Lithuania’s linguists conducted research 
into these issues, analyzed and described Lithuania’s dialects and sub-dialects as 
well as respondents’ attitude towards their native dialect and its usage in various 
situations (see in M i k u l ė n i e n ė, M e i l i ū n a i t ė  2014). In Latvia, research 
project Latvian Dialects in the 21st Century: a Sociolinguistic Aspect funded by 
the Latvian Council of Science was launched in 2013 with the aim to analyze 
the dialects and sub-dialects of Latvian: the Dundaga, Pope, Venta, Ugāle sub-
dialects (the Livonianized dialect), the Grobiņa, Rucava, Ērģeme, Vijciems sub-
dialects (the Middle dialect), the Litene,  Beļava, Stāmeriena, Nautrēni, Viļāni, 
Višķi sub-dialects (the High Latvian dialect) in the 21st century. Respondents of 
three generations were inquired about  the use of dialects and their attitude towards 
them. The dynamics of typical dialectal features were analysed to find out which of 
them have survived better, whether they are used actively or passively, etc. Some 
insights and research results are presented in this paper.  

It is well known that the vitality of a language (or a language variant) depends on 
its prestige and usersʼ attitudes. A language used in economically more advanced 
areas is usually more prestigious. In the case of Latvia, this applies to the Middle 
dialect, which is the basis of Standard Latvian. This dialect is close to Standard 
Latvian, speakers do not feel much difference between Standard Latvian and their 
native sub-dialects. The sub-dialects of the Livonianized dialect and the High 
Latvian dialect are also rather well preserved, especially in Latgale, even though 
this region is economically weaker.   

As we can see in the map, all three dialects but not all sub-dialect groups were 
studied. The researchers spoke with respondents in their dialect and that allowed 
them to analyze their own sub-dialect, create a warm and welcoming atmosphere 
and collect rich and reliable data.
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As noted before, the Middle dialect is closest to Standard Latvian, sometimes 
a speaker does no feel any difference between them. The speaker of the Vijciems 
sub-dialect (in Northen Vidzeme) said: Katram jau ir sava….Varbūt, ka mēs arī 
savādāk runājam kā citā pusē. Es nemāku sacīt ‘Everyone has his own...  Maybe we 
do speak differently from other places. I don’t know2’. Several other respondents 
from Strenči described their attitude towards their sub-dialect in the following 
way (more see in D a i n a  2014, 2015): Man patīk. Nu, brīnišķīgi! Košāka tā 
valoda, nu, tiešām interesanta.‘I like it. It’s wonderful! When The language is 
more colourful, it’s really interesting’; Visumā pozitīvi, ja tā mazliet. Ja pārāk 
daudz, tad kļūst nesaprotami. ‘Quite positive, if just a little bit. When too much, 
it is not understandable’; Aizspriedumu nav nekādu.Visnotaļ pozitīvi, interesantāk 
uzreiz lasās ‘I have no prejudice [against sub-dialect]. I’m positive, it’s interesting 
to read’; Pirmā momentā ir interesanti, bet, ja jāklausās trīs četras stundas, tad 
es gandrīz vai piekūstu ‘At first, it seems interesting but if I have to listen to it for 
three or four hours, I get tired’.

In Lower Kurzeme region, the speakers of the Rucava sub-dialect gave the 
following responses to the question whether they speak Standard Latvian or their 
dialect (see also in M a r k u s-N a r v i l a  2015): Īpaši jau nepiedomā pie tā, kā 
runā, jo nav jau arī tā valoda tik specifiska ‘I don’t think much about the way I 
speak because our language here isn’t so specific’. Ir citreiz tā, ka aizbrauc uz 
pilsētu, kāds pārjautā, jo kādreiz jau kaut kas pasprūk tāds, ko citi nesaprot, bet 
tas nav tik atšķirīgi, ka tas traucētu. ‘sometimes when I go to the city, somebody 
asks what? when I’m using a word they don’t understand, but difference isn’t so 
big to cause misunderstanding’. Nepamana jau, kā runā; tā jau nemaz neievēro, 
nekādu vērību nepiegriež tam ‘We don’t really notice how we speak, we don’t pay 
much attention to that’.  

The features of the Livonianized dialect are more specific. Its speakers mostly 
have a positive attitude towards their native sub-dialect. It should be noted that 
sometimes speakers of this dialect in Kurzeme are called tāmnieki (Tamians) and 
ventiņi (Ventians), derived from the names of the Venta river and Ventspils city. 
These names were also used by the interviewees themselves: Es runē ventenisk ‘I 
speak Ventian’. Pārsvarā pa ventiņu [valodā] ‘Mostly Ventian’; Viss pa ventiņ ‘All 
in the Ventian manner’.

Local inhabitants considered that their sub-dialect is a marker of local identity 
and thought it should be preserved. Several younger generation respondents from 
Piltene said: Izloksnes jau, man liekas, pielīp no tā, kur tu dzīvo ‘I think, the sub-
dialect of the place where you live sticks with you’. Es gribu, lai saglabā tāpēc, ka, 
piemēram, tā valoda izmirs, tās nebūs tā kā pazīmes, ka tie ir tieši ventiņi, nepazīs 
‘I wish it is preserved because if this language [=dialect] dies, these features will 
be gone, nobody will be able to recognize the Ventiņi anymore’.Ja būs tik viena 

2 Sub-dialect texts have ben transcribed according to the phonetic system of Standard 
Latvian.  
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valoda, tas vairs nebūs interesanti ’If there is to be only one language, it won’t be 
interesting. 

Daira Vēvere, one of project researchers, noticed that many people do not give 
much thought to their sub-dialect and its worth, they just take it for granted. Several 
respondents said: Kā jau mēs te runājam, tā jau mēs te runājam (from Pope) ‘We 
speak here just as we speak’; (from Ugāle) Izloksne un dialekts ir būtībā viens un 
tas pats, tā ir valoda, kas ir raksturīga dažreiz pat vienām mājām atsevišķi, var 
būt, ka tur runā mazliet atšķirīgi, neviens jau nedomā, vai tā ir izloksne, vai nav; 
tas taču mums pierasts ‘A sub-dialect and dialect are basically the same thing, 
that’s the language we speak, sometimes even in different houses people speak 
differently. Nobody thinks whether it’s a sub-dialect or whatever, it’s just our 
habit’. A 30 year old man when asked about the language he uses replied that he 
tries to speak “correctly“ in Riga, i.e. uses Standard Latvian, but when he comes 
home to Ventspils, he speaks “as one has to speakˮ, i.e. uses his native sub-dialect. 

People are proud of their sub-dialect. One woman from Ugāle (born in 1922) 
said: Runā, kā ir audzis, viss ir pareizi, kaut tu ar akcentu runā, vienalga, ja tik 
tevi saprot; ja nesaprot, mēģini pats, kā tu vari tikt pie tā cilvēka klāt ‘One speaks 
as one learned to speak as one grows up. It’s a right way. Even if you speak with 
an accent, as long as they understand you. If they don’t understand you, somehow 
make them understand you’, another: Ne jau kura katra dēļ man būs jāmācās nezin 
kāda valoda, nē! ‘I won’t start learning a new language to please others! No!’; a 
man from Ugāle (born in 1943): Es usskatu, tas nekāds kaunc un neguds nav – kā 
es runāju, tā es runāju; katrā pagastā ir sava valuoda. ‘I believe it’s no shame – 
I speak just as I speak. Each place has its own language’; a woman of the older 
generation: Es necenšos pareizi runāt. Tā ir senči te runājuši ‘I’m not trying to 
speak correctly. This is the way my ancestors spoke’; a young man from Piltene: 
Es itin nemaz nekaunos. Tā ka citreiz runā ar kādiem rīdziniekiem, viņi citreiz tā 
humora pēc pasaka: tev tāds dīvains akcents ir. Bet man atkal liekas dīvains viņu 
akcents, es nekad neesmu pratis pareizi runā. ‘I’m not at all ashamed [of my sub-
dialect]. Sometimes when I talk to poeple from Riga they say “You’ve got a funny 
accentˮ. But I think their accent is funny, I can’t speak correctly’.

Sometimes the Livonianized dialect is used in literature. For example,  a 
selection of poems by Finnish poetess Heli Laaksonen Kad gos smei (2012) was 
translated by Guntars Godiņš into the Livonianized dialect. Dace Strelēvica-Ošiņa, 
one of project researchers, noted: due to its popularity, this book (and its reviews) 
became a vivid illustration of and at the same time a test-strip for the typical 
perception of the Livonianized dialect in Latvian society.

What is this typical attitude? The Livonianized dialect in literature is often 
associated with humour. It is often used to describe comic events, and this has 
become a stereotype (more on this see in S t r e l ē v i c a-O š i ņ a  2014, 263-
265). Several respondents also admitted this fact. A woman from Ventspils (born 
in 1982) whose mother had taught her to speak “correctlyˮ in childhood (her 
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mother sometimes uses the dialect) said that the Livonianized dialect is suitable 
for a comedy genre because this dialect does sound terrible; another woman from 
Ventspils (born in 1986) said that she speaks in her sub-dialect at home, with her 
children but when she hears this dialect on TV, she finds it funny. Other responses 
were similar: Viņa stāsta kaut ko ļoti nopietnu, bet tas ir tik smieklīgi; un tāpēc 
arī man liekas, ka tā mūsu izloksne arī tomēr ir mazliet smieklīga, citiem varbūt 
tā liekas ’She speaks about serious things but makes me laugh. That’s why I think 
our sub-dialect is funny, maybe others think likewise’.  

The sub-dialects of the eastern part of Latvia, Latgale and North-Eastern 
Vidzeme, belong to the High Latvian dialect. For almost 300 years (1629-1917) 
the territory of this dialect was separated from the rest of Latvia by a state border: 
in accordance with the Truce of Altmark (1629) Latgale came under Polish rule, 
and Vidzeme – under Swedish and German rule. Thus the development of the 
Latgalian sub-dialects was influenced by extralinguistic factors. 

With the development of standard language norms sub-dialects started gradually 
levelling and moving closer to a standard language. Thus, the Vidzeme sub-dialects 
gradually adopted the written forms of Latvian which was based on the Central 
dialect but in the 18th century a separate writing tradition based on the sub-dialects 
of Southern Latgale and Polish orthography developed in Latgale (more on this 
see in S t a f e c k a  2013, 267-284). This greatly contributed to the preservation 
of Latvian identity and of a local variant of the Latvian language. 

After World War II, the use of the Vidzeme sub-dialect shrank to communication 
at home, with relatives, neighbours, meanwhile the Latgale sub-dialects had 
a wider use, it was used by the Roman Catholic church, at cultural events (e.g. 
theatre performances). 

The situation changed in the late 20th-early 21st century, Standard Latvian rose 
to a dominant position, meanwhile the use of the sub-dialects declined. Sarmīte 
Balode’s research carried out in Kalniena, Litene and Stāmeriena showed that 
the Vidzeme sub-dialect is used only by a few families (with some sub-dialectal 
features even in the speech of the younger generation) living in remote rural areas.

The older generation uses this sub-dialect at home and in public places, local 
shops, bus stops, talking to other local people. A 66 year old respondent said that 
she usually uses a standard language in public but var vervelēt malēniski3 ‘at home 
one can blabber in Malenianʼ. Young people usually do not speak a sub-dialect but 
some elements can be noticed in their speech. The respondents’ attitude towards 
the use of a sub-dialect was mostly positive, it was noted that the sound of its 
tone is unpleasant. Many respondents said that it is cool to speak Malenian; mana 
māsasmeita kad atbrauc, viņai jau arī patīk parunāties malēniski ‘when my niece 
comes to me she likes to speak in Malenian’ (85 year old woman).

The respondents from Kalniena (North-Eastern Vidzeme region) said dialects 
are fun, the middle generation prefered Standard Latvian, several 40-50 year old 

3 Malenian (malēniešu izloksne) – term of to the North-Eastern Vidzeme sub-dialects.
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people said they would like to use a sub-dialect but faired others’ reaction. One 
respondent said: she [the librarian] will laugh at us, our efforts to speak [the sub-
dialect] will be fun (more on this see in B a l o d e  2014, 246).

In general, sub-dialects are alive in Latgale region due to the historical 
Latgalian written tradition, they are used by the Roman Catholic church, at cultural 
events. Nevertheless, they have changed, the older words have been replaced by 
phonetically adapted Standard Latvian words. Besides, a strong impact of Slavic 
languages is felt in the areas close to the border with Russia and Belarusia, Russian 
is often the main language there. On the other hand, some archaic elements of sub-
dialects lost elsewhere have been preserved by the border area population due to 
their patriotic attachement to the region and a strive to  preserve them for future 
generations.

In Latgale, sub-dialect usage is not homogenous either. Project data were 
collected from three sub-dialects spoken in: Nautrēni (rural area, 96% of its 
population are Latvians), Viļāni (area with a town, population is ethnically diverse) 
and Višķi (rural area, population is ethnically diverse). In those three places, the 
sub-dialects are actively used, in religious services too. However, people hold 
different attitudes:
• In Viļāni, the majority of its population uses Standard Latvian (with a sub-

dialectal accent) outside home and speaking with the younger generation. 
• In Višķi, the younger generation avoids using their sub-dialect, the middle 

generation avoids using it in public. 
• In Nautrēni, all generations use their sub-dialect, it is also used at cultural events. 

As several locals and school teachers admitted, in recent years parents have 
been mostly using Standard Latvian with some elements of their sub-dialect 
when talking to their children. The written Latgalian is being taught at school 
as an optional subject, its prestige is being enhanced, patriotic attachment to 
the region is being promoted. The local toponyms are also being used in their 
dialectal form. The linguonym latgaliešu valoda (Latgalian language) is often 
used to denote a local language variant.

In conclusion, more prestige is attached to the sub-dialects of Latgale in those 
places where the Latvians make up the biggest part of population. Standard Latvian 
or Russian are the main languages in ethnically diverse areas. 

In pre-war Latvia and in Soviet times especially it was often emphasised at 
school that a dialect is an “incorrect” language, a standard language is a correct 
language. Research confirmed this view. For example, the respondents said: (from 
Ugāle) Varbūt atsevišķ vārd, jā, bet tā diezgan pareiz [runāju] ‘Maybe some 
separate words, but otherwise I speak correctly’; skuoluotāji cenšas pareiz runāt 
‘teachers are trying to speak correctly’; bērniem tač jāmāc i pareiz runat ‘children 
need to be taught to speak correctly’; vedekla man ir jelgavniece. viņ runā ļuoti 
pareiz ‘my daughter-in-law is from Jelgava [city in Zemgale], she speaks very 
correctly’. An opposite view was also noted: Actually, no one could say that a sub-
dialect is incorrect.  
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Sometimes people feel shy to use their dialect in public, they use a standard 
language even among themselves or when they are not in their native area because 
of a prestige attached to it. Of course, a standard language and a dialect are used 
in different domains, they serve different functions. Sub-dialects are usually used 
in a micro-environment, at home, within the family, with relatives, neighbours 
but there are families that give preference to a standard language at home, with 
their children: mamma visur runāja malēniski, tiekoties ar svešākiem cilvēkiem 
arī, nekautrējās, runāja malēniski ‘my mum always spoke Malenian, even with 
strangers, she was not ashamed to speak Malenian’; [bērnībā] dzīvojām dziļi 
laukos, prom no centra. Man tā liekas, ka visi kaimiņi arī vairāk vai mazāk runāja 
malēniski. Mēs, jaunā paaudze, vairs nerunājam ‘[in childhood] we lived in the 
countryside, far away from the centre. I think all neighbours spoke Malenian then. 
We, the young generation, do not’. 

There are people who speak neither their own dialect nor a correct standard 
language. People hold a rather negative view of those who are ashamed of their 
dialect and use Standard Latvian (usually incorrect) with their children. Thus, 
several respondents from Nautrēni noted that it is embarrassing to hear incorrect 
Standard Latvian, that parents should teach their children the language of their 
ancestors and thus help them develop attachement to their native place. 

It was found several times that although a sub-dialect is used within the 
family the situation changes when a stranger who does not know this sub-dialect 
joins a conversation. An example from Ugāle: kad ir kaut kur vai kāds svešais, 
ja no citas puses, tad uzreiz tā valoda tomēr izmainās. [runājot] ar bērniem un 
mazbērniem arī tāpat ‘if a stranger is present, somebody from another place, the 
language is changed. [While talking] to children and grandchildren, too; another 
from Kalniena: kod atnāca kāds ciemiņš, tad runāja tā smalkāk, bet parasti pēra 
vaļā pa malēniski ‘when a guest comes, people who speak in a fine manner, do not 
chatter in Malenian’. 

Research showed that people rarely use their sub-dialect outside their territory  
(with a few exceptions). For example, young men from Latgale said they speak 
Latgalian in a demonstrative way in Riga and switch to Standard Latvian only 
when they see that people do not understand. Several respondents from Latgale 
said that they use their dialect with strangers. The respondents (especially from 
Latgale) disapproved those who avoid speaking their dialect. For example, a 26 
year old man from Nautrēni said: šodien viņš kautrējas no savas tēvu valodas, 
rīt varbūt viegli atteiksies no latviešu valodas vispār ‘today he is ashamed of his 
ancestors’ dialect, tomorrow – of the Latvian language’; others said: kā tu savu 
valsts lepnumu vari izauklēt, ja tu visiem citiem pielāgojies ‘how can you be proud 
of your country if you want to suit everybody’; ja tu lepojies ar to, no kurienes tu 
esi cēlies, kas ir tavi vecāki, kas tava dzimtā puse, neviens tev nevarēs uz galvas 
kāpt ‘if you are proud of where you come from, of your parents, your native place, 
nobody will be able to trample upon you’; tie, kas ciena savu tēvu valodu, ir 
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dzimtās puses patrioti ‘those who respect their ancestors’ language, are patriots 
of their native land’. A 30 year old man said: latgaliskais manī ir ļoti spēcīgs ‘the 
Latgalian element within me is very powerful’; a local intellectual from Nautrēni 
said that the sub-dialect is her native language, she learned Standard Latvian at 
school. Several respondents expressed similar views on the Livonianized dialect, 
for example, a teacher from Ugāle said: Pati dzimtā valoda man ir ventiņu valoda 
‘My native language is Ventian’.

Answering to a multiple choice question If somebody is usibg a dialect, most 
probalbly he is: 1) an oldely person, 2) from a countryside, 3) uneducated, 4) a 
patriot who respects his ancestors’ language, almost 100% of the respondents 
chose  answer No. 4. Several respondents regretted that only elderly people know 
their sub-dialect, especially their archaic vocabulary: tie jaunie jau vairāk mācās 
pēc skuolas. Vecā paaudze – kā viņi runā, tā viņi runā ‘the young ones learn how 
to speak at school. The old generation – they just speak as they speak’ (respondent 
from Ugāle); others noted that dialects disappear under the influence of Standard 
Latvian: juo vairāk lasi, jā, tad arī tā valuoda tuomēr aiziet ‘the more you read, 
yes, the more a language changes’ (respondent from Ugālē). It can be concluded 
that people understand that a sub-dialect as part of regional identity. 

Expressing their opinion about the role of a dialect in literature, cinema, theatre, 
the majority of the respondents said: Es uzskatu, ka tas duod kolorītu. Katram 
nuovadam ìr savs tāds kaut kas īpatnējs. Nuo savādības, nuo dažādības jau tikai 
cilvēki ìegūst. Jebkura valuodas bagātība jau ir viņu dialekti, juo bez dialektiem jau 
arī nekas nebūtu ‘I think it gives a specific colouring. Every region has something 
specific. People will only profit from difference, from variety. Dialects are the 
treasure of a language, without dialects there wouldn’t be anything’ (respondent 
from Vijciems); bet tuo arī vairāk skatītos, viņi jau vairāk skatās tieši uz Rucavu 
nekā uz to, kas ir ārpusē ‘they would notice it, they would notice what is Rucava’); 
ir ļoti labi, ja viņš [dialekts] ir kaut kur saglabāts, kaut kādās grāmatās, bet tam ir 
jābūt tā dabiski. Pēc simt gadiem varbūt atradīs un klausīsies, un tas varbūt būs 
tāds oh, kaut kas ‘it is good if a dialect is preserved, in books or whatever, but it 
should be natural. After hundred years maybe somebody will find it and it will be 
like, oh, this is something!’ (respondents from Rucava); jāsaglabā jau ir kaut kas, 
kaut ko jau vajadzētu saglabāt, lai ir tālāk jauniem cilvēkiem, kā ir bijis ‘it should 
be preserved, something should be preserved, so that young people can later see 
what it was like’ (respondent from Bārta). Several respondents from Kalniena said 
that they would like to watch a TV program or a play in their dialect at the local 
theatre. 

As regards using a dialect in writing and reading, the respondents’ opinion 
differed. The majority of the respondents said that it is easier to read Standard 
Latvian, for instance, a speaker of the Pope sub-dialect of the Livonianized dialect 
said that is is rather difficult to read the Tamian sub-dialect.  
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Situation in Latgale is different, books are regularly published in Latgalian, 
readership is the older and the middle generations, the younger generation prefers 
books written in Standard Latvian. In recent years, more and more public signs 
have appeared in Latgalian, for example, Gors (concert hall), Gords (cofee bar), 
Zeimuļs (youth centre), Mozō Rogovka, Mōls, Ūga, Vuolyudzeite (shops), etc. 
Radio programs are regularly broadcasted in Latgalian, their audience is mainly 
the middle and the older generation.

***

A prestige of a dialect is often associated with a cultural environment and 
identity of the area. In places where public events are held in a local sub-dialect its 
prestige is higher. Regardless of that, dialect levelling tends to occurr to a larger or 
smaller extent. Words from Standard Latvian are often borrowed and adapted to 
a dialect, many dialectal words are no longer in active use, remain in the passive 
knowledge of the older and middle generations. 

It is difficult to foresee the vitality and prestige of sub-dialects in the future 
because many dialectal features are suffering attrition. It will also be influenced by 
other factors of a multicultural society. However, a hope that dialects will preserve 
their importance as components of local identity remains.
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Latvių kalbos dialektai: suvokimas ir prestižas šiuolaikinėje visuomenėje

S a n t r a u k a

Pagrindinės sąvokos: latvių kalbos dialektai, dialektologija, sociolingvistika.

Latvijoje nuo 2013 m. vykdomas Latvijos mokslo tarybos finansuojamas projektas 
„Latvių kalbos dialektai XXI amžiuje: sociolingvistinis aspektas“. Šis projektas suteikia 
informacijos apie latvių kalbos dialektų būklę XXI a. Straipsnyje pristatomi projekto re-
zultatai. 

Latvių kalba turi tris teritorinius dialektus: 
• Vidurio dialektą, kurio pagrindu susikūrusi latvių bendrinė kalba; jis yra artimiausias 

latvių literatūrinei kalbai ir kalbėtojai dažnai nejaučia skirtumo tarp tarmės ir bendrinės 
kalbos.

• Lyviškąjį dialektą, kurį stipriai paveikė lyvių kalba. Išlikusios daugelis tarminių ypaty-
bių, kalbėtojai dažnai teigiamai vertina savo gimtąją tarmę.

• Aukštaičių dialektą, kurio pagrindu XVIII a. susikūrė antroji latvių raštijos kalba – lat-
galiečių rašto kalba. Po Antrojo pasaulinio karo Vidžemės latgališkosios tarmės daž-
niausiai vartojamos namuose, kalbantis su kaimynais ar giminaičiais. Latgaloje tarmių 
vartojimo sritis yra gerokai platesnė – tarmės vartojamos Romos katalikų bažnyčioje, 
vietiniuose kultūros renginiuose (pavyzdžiui, spektakliuose).
Išnagrinėta medžiaga leidžia daryti išvadą, kad tarmės prestižas dažniausiai yra susijęs 

su vietine kultūrine aplinka ir savojo tapatumo suvokimu. Ten, kur tarmiškai vyksta vi-
suomeniniai renginiai, tarmės prestižas didėja. Nepaisant to, vyksta tarmių niveliavimosi 
procesas, į tarmes ateina bendrinės kalbos žodžių, jie vartojami ir kalbant tarmiškai. Vyksta 
ir atvirkštinis procesas: daugelis dialektizmų jau aktyviai nebevartojami, jiems būdinga 
pasyvi vartosena, dažniausiai jie yra išlikę vyresniosios, rečiau vidurinės, kartos žmonių 
kalboje.

Kokie dialektai išliks ir bus vartojami ateityje, kol kas sunku spręsti. Tam gali turėti 
įtakos daug veiksnių, tačiau norisi tikėti, kad ateityje bus vietos ir dialektams, kurie yra 
glaudžiai susiję su lokaliniu latvių tapatumu. 
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In Latvia, research project Latvian Dialects in the 21st Century: a Sociolinguistic Aspect 
funded by the Latvian Council of Science is being carried out since 2013. This project aims 
to analyze the situation of Latvian dialects in the 21st century. In this paper, an insight into 
research results is presented.  

There are three major dialects of Latvian:
• Middle or Central dialect, the basis of Standard Latvian, closest to Standard Latvian, 

sometimes speakers do no feel any difference between them.
• Livonianized dialect, influenced by the Livonian language, dialectal features are more 

specific. Speakers’ attitude towards their native sub-dialect is mainly positive.
• High Latvian dialect, the basis of the Latgalian written tradition established in the 

18th century. After World War II, the usage of sub-dialects in Vidzeme shrank, the are 
used at home, with relatives, neighbours. Sub-dialects in Latgale have a wider use, 
are used in the Roman Catholic church, sometimes at cultural events (e.g. theatre 
performances). 

The analized material allows the author to draw a conclusion that the prestige of a dialect 
is often associated with a cultural environment of the area and the sense of identity. In places 
where public events are held in the local sub-dialect, its prestige is higher. Regardless of 
that dialect levelling tends to occurr to a larger or smaller extent. Words are often borrowed 
from Standard Latvian and adapted to the dialect, many dialectal words are no longer in 
active use, remain in the passive knowledge of the older and middle generations. 

It is difficult to foresee the vitality and prestige of sub-dialects in the future because 
many dialectal features are suffering attrition. It will also be influenced by other factors 
of a multicultural society. However, a hope that dialects will preserve their importance as 
components of local identity remains.         
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